Special Custody Assets
Background and implications
ASIC Class Order 13/1413 amending Class Order 13/760 (Class Order) broadly states that
Responsible Entities (REs) that do not meet the minimum net tangible assets (NTA) requirements of
an NTA (the greater of A$10m or 10% of average RE revenue of the licensee) are required to hold
assets with a custodian. The Class Order provides limited relief from this obligation for certain assets
meeting the definition of a ‘special custody asset’ (such as derivatives) upon satisfying certain
conditions as prescribed in the Class Order.
There are various elements that are contemplated in the way in which financial instruments (that meet
certain requirements) are held or custodially controlled including those broadly summarised in the
table below:
Requirements:

Written Docs Required from RE:
a) A copy of the direction letter from the RE to
Counterparty/Market Participant/Issuer dictating that
amounts payable in relation to the derivative/security
are paid solely to, or as directed by, the Complying
Custodian.
b) Complying Custodian also given authority to check
with Counterparty/Market Participant that the direction
remains in effect and has access to required
information in relation to a transaction on the
derivative/margin account for at least a month after the
transaction
Payments:
RE provides to custodian a copy of the letter of
direction above (that provides that there will only be
payments to/from the counterparty(s) to the complying
custodian).
Authorised:
RE provides to the custodian a standing authorization
with authorized signatories list for who is permitted to
enter into a transaction on behalf of RE
Confirmation:
For every transaction involving the derivative or margin
account/security, the custodian will check that
confirmation is signed by someone that is on the above
authorized signatory list
Record Retention:
Holding records of all transactions
(acquisition/disposal) for 7 years
Certificates/Title Docs:
Complying Custodian (or person authorised on
Complying Custodians behalf) must hold any
certificates and title documents
Validation of execution:
Complying Custodian must check that the copies of
authorised transactions provided have resulted in
transactions
Account Access:
Complying Custodian must be granted reasonable
access to view all account transactions and be
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provided with all details that would otherwise be
available to the RE covering a period of 2 years before
the day of enquiry

ACSA approach
ACSA members with clients that are REs that do not meet the Class Order prescribed NTA would
need to consider the requirements set out in the in the matrix above according to the instrument type.
Whilst ACSA members would generally employ similar approaches there may be variations in the
operating models based on their own legal, regulatory, risk, client base and organisational structures.

